2011 – Undergraduate Honours Dissertations.

2011-1  
ATKINSON, Henry  
Recognition memory for unfamiliar faces and the effects of attractiveness.  
Dr Graham Mackenzie

2011-2  
BALFOUR, Camilla  
Does the social context change how we interact with one another in joint activity?  
Professor Martin Pickering.

2011-3  
BALLANTYNE, Sylvia  
Constructing religious identity and accounting for the relationship Between religion and well-being : a discourse analysis.  
Dr Sue Widdicombe

2011-4  
BELL, Rowan Kirsty  
‘That young woman, my wee girl’ : fathers’ lived experiences of their daughters leaving home : an interpretative phenomenological analysis.  
Dr Billy Lee

2011-5  
BELL, Stephen  
Investigating the impact of the fMRI environment and the supine position on cognitive function.  
Professor Robert Logie.

2011-6  
BENNETT, Emily  
The reliance on recollection for emotional real-life scenes : evidence from source retrieval task.  
Dr Graham MacKenzie

2011-7  
BOLSOVER, Fay  
Dual tasking, executive functioning and socio-behavioural functioning in healthy and pathological aging.  
Dr Jennifer Foley.

2011-8  
BURGESS, Porscha Natalie  
Contribution of executive functions and dual-tasking on performance on the Edinburgh Virtual Errands Tests (EVET) : an individual difference study.  
Dr Jennifer Foley.

2011-9  
BYRNE, Agnes  
Use of language in the construction of views on immigration : the presence of a generation gap?  
Dr Sue Widdicombe.
2011-10  CAMPBELL, Naomi  
The effect of lexical factors on disfluency production: application of a motion animation description task.  
Dr Martin Corley

2011-11  CHAN, Tiffany Tsz Kwan  
The effect of prototype on caricature advantage in celebrity name-verification task.  
Dr Graham Mackenzie.

2011-12  CHISHOLM, Jennifer  
Is there a special role of meaning in false memory in ageing?  
Dr Alexa Morcom

2011-13  CHISHOLM, Martin  
The effect of cognitive load on human mate search in online dating  
Dr Alison Lenton

2011-14  CLARK, Zoë  
Exploring the experiences of ‘coming out’: the development of sexual and social identity in young gay adults.  
Dr Billy Lee

2011-15  COLES, Matilda  
Exploring the experience of living with an acquired facial disfigurement: an interpretative phenomenological analysis.  
Dr Billy Lee.

2011-16  COOKE, Charlotte  
An experimental study into the effects of anxiety reduction techniques on state and trait anxiety in cricket batters.  
Professor Tim Bates.

2011-17  COOPER, David  
The effect of cognitive load on choice-related affect and selection strategy in human mate choice.  
Dr Alison Lenton.

2011-18  COUPER, Sara-Louise  
A Test of the neuro-linguistic programming hypothesis that eye movements signal lie and truth telling.  
Dr Caroline Watt

2011-19  CROMPTON, Catherine  
Dual tasking, executive functioning and socio-behavioural functioning in healthy ageing and Alzheimer’s Disease.  
Dr Jennifer Foley
2011-20  CROWE, Kirsty
Physical constraints on mental imagery: proposition of a mental rotation strategy through investigation of side-specific effects of hand posture on hand-laterality judgement task performance.

Dr Rob McIntosh

2011-21  DIXON, Hayley
Spearman's Law of Diminishing Returns: considering data skewness as a psychometric confound.

Dr Wendy Johnson

2011-22  DOHERTY, Jason
Retrieval effects and cognitive load in working memory: an investigation of the time-based resource sharing model.

Professor Robert Logie

2011-23  DZIECIOLONOWSKA, Agata
Out of sight, out of mind: does being blind affect processing emotions and mental states of others? An investigation of trait emotional intelligence and social cognition in blind and sighted adults.

Dr Elizabeth Austin.

2011-24  EMERSON-SMITH, Mairi
Closing-in behaviour and the ‘distractor effect’ in pre-school children.

Dr Elisabetta Ambron & Professor Sergio Della Sala

2011-25  FAWCETT, Anastasia
Social-cognitive abilities and the relationship between trait Emotional Intelligence and theory of mind in blind and sighted adults.

Dr Elizabeth Austin.

2011-26  FIELDS, Anna
Understanding experiences of coming out: the development of sexual identity in young gay adults.

Dr Billy Lee

2011-27  FISCHER, Caroline
The malleability of memory: investigating the misinformation effect and individual differences in a modern crime scene.

Dr Graham MacKenzie

2011-28  FRASER, Julia
The effects of competition and cooperation on sharing of language representations.

Professor Martin Pickering and Dr Janet McLean.
2011-29  FRASER, Louise H  
The visual span: investigating span size during object search in real-world scenes.

Dr Antje Nuthmann

2011-30  GERBASE, Sofia W  
The cultural ‘tug of war’: an investigation into the cognitive effects of biculturalism.

Dr Thomas Bak

2011-31  GHAZALI, Zayba  
Does age effect dual-tasking ability? Data from healthy participants using a new experimental paradigm.

Dr Jennifer Foley.

2011-32  GIBSON, Kara  
Seeing invisible months: homonymous hemianopia in a sequence-space synaesthete.

Dr Julia Simner & Dr Robert McIntosh.

2011-33  Goudie, Katie  
Not everything you can imagine is real: bimanual interaction in real, imagined and phantom limb movement.

Dr Rob McIntosh.

2011-34  GRANT, Alison  
Time to think: the interaction of impulsivity, environment and time perception.

Dr Thomas Bak

2011-35  GRINDLAY, Sittha  
Are older people misled by perceptual similarity in recognition memory?

Dr Alexa Morcom

2011-36  GUESNET, Naya  
Exploring differences and similarities in tolerance for ambiguity and associative creativity among sceptics, moderate and strong paranormal believers.

Dr Caroline Watt

2011-37  HALL, Andrew  
Investigating the selectivity of age-related changes in working memory using the phonological and visual similarity effects.

Professor Robert Logie.
2011-38  HOWARD, John
An investigation of the executive profile in healthy ageing and Parkinson’s Disease.
Dr Jennifer Foley

2011-39  HUMPHRY, Chandara
Feeling of another’s false-knowing: an exploration into deception and identifying it.
Dr Martin Corley.

2011-40  JAMAL, Anisa
Do disfluencies, like, heighten listeners’ attention to, er... upcoming speech?
Dr Martin Corley

2011-41  JENNINGS, Stacey
Growing up with an alcohol-dependent father: understanding lived experience through IPA.
Dr Billy Lee.

2011-42  JOHNSON, Michael William
A phenomenological ‘blindness’ to subjective contours in early childhood.
Dr Maggie McGonigle.

2011-43  JOHNSTONE, Ailsa
Can people be nonconsciously primed to be more or less helpful when giving directions? An insight into the successful communication of directions.
Dr Martin Pickering and Dr Janet McLean.

2011-44  KELSO, Linzi
Defying the taboo of prejudice: examination of the linguistic strategies used by two British generations when constructing attitudes towards immigrants in a non-prejudiced way.
Dr Sue Widdicombe

2011-45  KERR, Alanna
Religion and well-being: a discourse analysis focusing upon how people account for their relationship with religion in terms of well-being.
Dr Sue Widdicombe

2011-46  KINDO-JERMIESON, Avril
Exploring the lived experience of individuals engaging in their own recovery process from drug addiction: a qualitative study.
Dr Billy Lee
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Supervisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>KINSKY, Alexander</td>
<td>The Relationship between attractiveness and recognition memory for faces.</td>
<td>Dr Graham MacKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>LAIDLAW, Alix</td>
<td>Lack of commitment to Facebook: a discourse analysis of identity construction on Facebook.</td>
<td>Dr Sue Widdicombe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>LAMONT, James</td>
<td>Theatrical design and audience appreciation: the effect of house lighting on appreciation, empathy and self-awareness.</td>
<td>Professor Tim Bates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>LAU, Katie</td>
<td>The Effects of plausibility on the interpretation and processing of elliptical verb phrases.</td>
<td>Dr Patrick Sturt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>LEMAIGRE, Charlotte</td>
<td>The prototype effect in the recognition of familiar faces: sixteen heads are better than one.</td>
<td>Dr Graham MacKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>MA, Viola</td>
<td>The relations among authenticity, culture and the perception of self.</td>
<td>Dr Alison Lenton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>MACKENZIE, Jamie</td>
<td>Exploring the lived experience of recovering from drug addiction.</td>
<td>Dr Billy Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>MCBRIDE, Kyle</td>
<td>Is psychopathy a failure of morality?</td>
<td>Professor Tim Bates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>MCCONVILLE, Dan</td>
<td>Evidence of encapsulated learning systems in a alternating serial reaction time task.</td>
<td>Dr Alexa Morcom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2011-57  MCDIARMID, Cara 
The Effect of non-dominant language while reading in the native tongue. 
Professor Martin Pickering.

2011-58  MCDOWELL, Katie 
Exploring the experience of living with an acquired facial disfigurement. 
Dr Billy Lee

2011-59  MCLEOD, Megan 
The effect of codability of objects and social setting on speech disfluency. 
Dr Martin Corley

2011-60  MCNAUGHT, Kirsty R 
Growing up with an alcohol-dependent father: understanding lived experience through interpretative phenomenological analysis. 
Dr Billy Lee.

2011-61  MORRIS, Laura 
Closing in behaviour and the distractor effect in pre-school children. 
Dr Elisabetta Ambron.

2011-62  MOWAT, Jonathan 
Homonymous hemianopia in a sequence-spatial synaesthete. 
Dr Julia Simner & Dr Rob McIntosh

2011-63  MURRAY, Aja 
Spearman’s Law of Diminishing Returns: a statistical artefact? 
Dr Wendy Johnson

2011-64  NOORDANUS, Nat 
Keeping time in mind: working memory and temporal perception in the context of musicianship. 
Dr Thomas Bak

2011-65  NORRIS, Matthew 
Feature integration: does location always have a special role? 
Professor Robert Logie

2011-66  O’DONNELL, Grace 
The effects of autonomy and relatedness needs manipulation on state authenticity. 
Dr Alison Lenton.
2011-67  OLIVER, Zoë
Left and right hand congruency effects of mental rotation of hands
Dr Rob McIntosh

2011-68  OSTERRIETH, Amélie
Hesitations appear to make listeners more likely to detect the, …er, change : evidence for lasting effects of hesitations on listeners from change-detection experiments
Dr Martin Corley

2011-69  POLLOCK, Olivia
Self-presentation on Facebook : analysis of discourse.
Dr Sue Widdicombe

2011-70  RADCKE, Sven
The role of language context in native language reading : selective vs. non-selective access in readings of interlingual homographs.
Professor Martin Pickering.

2011-71  RANKIN, Calum S
Lying and its detection using the neuro-linguistic eye accessing cue model.
Dr Caroline Watt

2011-72  RENDALL, Michael J
Can people’s motivations to perform in a task be nonconsciously primed ? An exploration of whether people can be nonconsciously primed to be more helpful or unhelpful when carrying out a direction giving task.
Professor Martin Pickering & Dr Janet McLean

2011-73  ROSS, Caitlin
The Effects of semantics and phonology on native and non-native English speakers in word change-detection.
Dr Patrick Sturt

2011-74  SAGGU, Mazveen Kaur
The effects of emotional intelligence on the strategy and confidence of one’s decision making.
Dr Elizabeth Austin

2011-75  SANDERSON, Rebecca
Executive functions and dual-task ability in healthy ageing and in Parkinson's Disease.
Dr Jennifer Foley
2011-76  SAWYER, Alexia
Shape and location effects on filled- and empty-durations as indicators of an independent temporal code in working memory.
Dr Thomas Bak

2011-77  SIM, Tony
Impact of the fMRI environment on cognitive function.
Professor Robert Logie

2011-78  SLATER, Chloe
The Effect of emotion on recognition memory for scenes : support for the dual-process theory.
Dr Graham MacKenzie

2011-79  SLATER, Hannah
Studying the effects of social presence on the role and developmental path of private speech.
Dr Maggie McGonigle

2011-80  SMITH, Ashley
Is private speech really private ? The effect of another's presence on the private speech of adults and preschool children.
Dr Maggie McGonigle

2011-81  SOTIRIOU, Sarah
The impact of healthy ageing on dual task performance using a novel dual task paradigm : implications for clinical use in Alzheimer's Disease.
Dr Jennifer Foley

2011-82  STEVENS, Hannah
Lie detection : investigating the difference between deliberate falsifications and feigned knowledge.
Dr Martin Corley

2011-83  WALLMÉN, Ebba
The enhancing cognitive effects of musicianship and bilingualism : differences within and across bimodal tasks of attention and time perception.
Dr Thomas Bak

2011-84  WATES, Tamsin
Paranormal belief, tolerance of ambiguity and creativity.
Dr Caroline Watt
WOOD, Becky
Cross-modal associations between texture, shape and taste applied to severe hypogeusia

Dr Julia Simner